If you are an avid Sabrina Online reader, this may be the most controversial of the old comic strips I’ve ever done. In a Sunday-strip format no less. Michael Fox (by Michael Higgs, who also made Thomas Woolfe, appearing in Sabrina Online) played the part of Sabrina’s boyfriend for several See-CAD strips, but when Sabrina Online started, Sabrina had no significant other (unless you count roommates) and was a virgin. That’s the magic of the continuity reboot. When developing Sabrina Online, I decided one of the primary storylines would deal with Sabrina finding a match on the internet, so already having a boyfriend would muck things up a bit. Also, by the time I was getting ready to reveal the identity of Sabrina’s online admirer, there were already a number of characters vying for her affection in fan-made comics and fiction. R.C. the raccoon came about in part because I didn’t want to play favorites, or have to answer to someone else if I depicted their character, and his relationship with Sabrina.

You might also have noticed that Sabrina seems to have a much larger tail in these strips than in Sabrina Online. Over time an artist’s style changes or matures, and some elements change in ways that are more ‘comfortable’ to draw, or possibly Sabrina just changed the way she trimmed and brushed it. After all, if your life involved sitting in front of a computer for hours, would you want a gigantic tail always getting in the way of the chair?

Thank you for reading through this volume. I hope I’ve made it worth your while. If you haven’t already done so, you might want to flip over the book and read the REAL comic strip. — Eric.